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Abstract: This paper seeks to explore the complexities and the dilemma of the
immigrants in Exile literature with Cultural Studies, by focusing upon its attraction,
repulsion and their exploitation by the vested interests. Expatriates leave behind their
home and look for new home in their host culture. The Vine of Desire continues the
story of Anju and Sudha, the two young women at the center of Divakaruni’s novel
Sister of My Heart. Far from Calcutta, the city of their childhood, and after years of
living separate lives, they rekindle their friendship in America. Anju, adjusts well in the
U.S., a place totally foreign to her nature, culture and traditions with her husband’s
support. She leads a more independent life, independent to the extent of believing that
one should not attach to any relationship which lacks love and compatibility. Whereas
Sudha who comes with big dreams to America, but she ends up doing odd jobs there
and is dissatisfied with her life in the U.S. and finally wants to return to India. This
story of the two sisters epitomizes a paradigm of becoming accustomed to a
conventional American culture and its effects on a person’s individuality.
Keywords: Cultural Studies, America, Kolkata, Immigrants, Cross- culturalconfrontation.

Introduction
Literature is a manifestation of the cultural,
social, political and spiritual growth of a nation.
Today, global interpretation of culture has given
new dimensions to literature. India is known for its
vast treasure of spiritual wisdom and cultural
heritage that has significantly contributed to the
growth and development of the world literature [1].
The depiction of the two opposite culture and value
systems of India and America happens to be one of
the most prominent thematic concerns of Indian
English novelists. The confrontation between the
East and the West at social, cultural and political
levels has been viewed from different perspectives
[2].
Cultural Studies is the analysis of a culture’s
systems of meaning production and consumption.
Cultural studies have made its presence felt in
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academic work within .the arts, the humanities, the
social sciences and even science and technology [3].
It appears to be everywhere and everyone seems to
be talking about it.
Cultural studies concerns itself with
meaning and practices of everyday life. Cultural
practices comprise the ways people do particular
things (such as watching television, or eating out) in
a given culture. A cultural study does not have a
clearly defined subject area. Its starting point is a
very broad and all-inclusive notion of culture that is
used to describe and study a whole range of
practices.
In his essay the Evolution of Cultural
Studies. From the book what is Cultural Studies?
(2012) Colin Sparks writes about the definition of
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Cultural Studies: It is extremely difficult to Define
.Cultural Studies. With any degree of precision. It is
not possible to draw a sharp line and Say that on
one side of it we can find the proper province of
cultural studies. Neither is it possible to point to a
unified theory or methodology which is
characteristic to it or of it. A veritable rag-bag of
ideas, methods and concerns from literary criticism,
sociology, history, and media studies, etc. are
lumped together under the convenient label of
cultural studies.
Her novel The Vine of Desire (2002)
successfully depicts the conflicts of cross-cultural
confrontation of the Indian immigrant women
Sudha and Anju. Striving for identity in the
postcolonial world, they present the dilemma of the
modern day woman covering each and every aspect
of their life [4]. They make new adjustments in their
new surroundings and for this they reinvent
themselves. In this novel she has mapped the social,
political and cultural changes brought about by
colonization, postcolonial consciousness and
globalization.
The Vine of Desire continues the story of
Anju and Sudha, the two young women at the center
of Divakaruni.s best-selling novel The Sister of My
Heart. Far from Calcutta, the city of their childhood,
and after years of living separate lives, Anju and
Sudha rekindle their friendship in America. The
deep-seated love they feel for each other provides
the support each of them needs. Anjugets strength
this way to pick up the pieces of her life after a
miscarriage and Sudha gets confidence to make a
life for herself and her baby daughter, Dayita
without her husband. Their bond is shaken to the
core when they confront the deeply passionate
feelings that s. Anju husband has for Sudha.
The two sisters made their own choicesregarding their lifestyles, their respective
matrimonial alliances and finally their level of
association in the host country. Meanwhile, the
relationships they form with men and women in the
America as well as immigrant Indian community
with their families in India profoundly transform
them. The clash of values occurs in the novel at
several levels, but the most crucial encounter
remains between the ideas inculcated by cultural
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traditions of India and the forces of progress
unleashed by Western science and technology.
Anju, adjusts well in the U.S, a place totally
foreign to her nature, culture and traditions with
her husband.s support .She leads a more
independent life, independent to the extent of
believing that one should not attach to any
relationship which lacks love and compatibility.
Though Anju becomes a confident survivor and
conqueror of the host culture but through her, after
her miscarriage, we feel as though whatever
happens to her is a result of centuries of traditionsthe arranged marriage process; the need to have a
child but feeling guilty because she really didn.t feel
she wanted one; her aim of studying and achieving
independence through a sound career in creative
writing. Though she immediately tries to embrace
American culture taking advantage of the
opportunities it affords and attempts to assimilate
as best as she can to the newsociety but she does
not stop herself to condemn on having lost her
baby. We find here the dilemma of the young girl
who wishes to behave in the progressive manner of
her western counterparts but whose Indian
background makes her conscience prick. Here we
find the difference of cultural upbringing. If she had
come from a different society, more progressive and
forward thinking she would not have gone through
the emotions and the reactions that she
experiences.
The East-West confrontation is appears
limited in scope and depth mainly because she is
too idealized to bring out the clash between his
inherited and adopted cultures. She did not will
notaccept the responsibility for her actions nor for
the consequences that resulted; choosing instead to
blame others. Apart from Anju.s interest in India
and the little facts that shehas discovered, her life is
also shaken by new shocks given by her husband.
Traditionally in India, the burden of the
family is borne by the woman she is also expected
to preserve the traditions of her ancestors and
culture, even at the cost of her personal interest.
Her individuality is ever endangered because of her
efforts to strike a compromise between the burden
of legacy, and the need to preserve roots to
establish a position for her. Sudha who is married in
India and living in a joint family selflessly accepts
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her husband’s dominating mother and two young
brothers. She occupies herself with the daily
responsibilities of life. She forgets her passion for
stitching and designing clothes. She also tries to
divest herself, of the memories of her past love,
Ashok of whom she is always reminded because she
is dissatisfied with her married life. But she
continues to live in her husband’s house with
forbearance till she is made to undergo an
ultrasound test during pregnancy to find out the sex
of her child. The insistence by her mother-in-law to
abort the female fetus is the last straw and she
decides to depart from her husband’s home. Sudha
flees away from her husband’s house because she is
being urged to abort her unborn daughter and
returns to her paternal home.
When Anju learns of this development in
Sudha’s life therefore she invites her to America
where she feels it will be easier for Sudha to live as
a single parent and look after her child. Sudha takes
the rebellious step of running away to her mother’s
house and then to her cousin Anju in the U.S.,
mainly because she is opposed to the idea of female
feticide and hates the thought of enduring life-long
submission to the old fashioned views of her
mother-in-law and an ineffective husband.
When Sudha comes America, she thinks she
will be able to bring up her daughter Dayita in a
better manner in a liberal society like America, as a
single parent. Under this thinking she defies
traditional Indian culture and leaves her husband to
raise her child independently, which she thinks is
much easier in the U.S. Once bound in marriage,
woman has little room for escape and running away
is a disgrace not only to her family but also to the
whole of society and its tradition. Sudha knowingly
or unknowingly emulates the ideal woman because
of her traditional upbringing. She thinks positively
in the Sister of My Heart about America.
America has its own problems, she said, but
at least it would give me the advantage of
anonymity. No-one in America would care that I
was a daughter of the Chatterjees, or that I was
divorced. I could design a new life, earn my own
living, and give Dayita everything she needed. Best
of all, no one would look down on her, for America
was full of mothers like me, who had decided that
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living alone was better than living with the wrong
man. (294)
Sudha comes with big dreams to America, but she
ends up doing odd jobs there and is dissatisfied
with her life in the U.S. She had come to America
after defying the traditions of an arranged marriage,
and does it at the cost of ostracism isolation and
intense loneliness. Her stay in her cousin Anju.s
house is terminated by the emotional involvement
that grows between Sudha and Anju.s husband.
However, she does not want to cheat her cousin so
she decides to leave and the life-long candid
relationship of the two sisters. She looks after
Trideep and Myra’s incapacitated father, a position
she obtains with the help of Lalit, who is a surgeon.
Sudha after coming in America finds that
she is comprised of multiple selves accepting or
rejecting certain aspects of both Indian and
American culture. Analyzing the unjustified violence
and behavior of the people to her, she thinks herself
everything with a new perspective in TheVine of
desire of Chitra Divakaruni thinking enough is
enough when the old man spits on her face.
The novel is abounding with many examples
of the description of various kinds of different
pressures on its characters; though the nuances of it
may differ due to the physical and cultural
placement of their characters. But Sudha does not
want to allow anything to come between herself and
her professional goals. Here the identity issue takes
on another color, that of making a position for
themselves in their adopted country. She tries to
resolve the matters between their circumstances
and environment and put the pieces of fragmented
selves together. Her character develops multiplicity
of consciousness in viewing herself.
The old man is extremely surprised at her
choice of leaving America because in his experience
.Young people who come to this country never want
to leave. (320) It is the dilemma of the Sudha who
wishes to behave in the progressive manner of her
western counterparts but whose Indian background
makes her conscience prick. All these factors
describe her condition as to the immigrant person
whom as for immigrant, as home is deeply
embedded in memories that are not one’s own. To
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her, her identity is no great an issue as she
maintains most of her Indian culture and tradition.

aesthetic personality is a unique combination of
opposite qualities and values of two cultures.

Though she appears very progressive in her
thinking, she does not think that marriage is destiny
for her and that she always need to compromise
due to patriarchal pressures. Sudha realizes that life
back in India is not going to be easy but she thinks
that going to a new place and getting a convent
education for her daughter will be beneficial. Anju
also separates herself from her husband and
maintain her dignity rather than live with a man
who has betrayed her. Both are modern Indian
women who wish to survive independently of the
male influence. Anju cannot forget and forgive the
infidelity of her husband and does not want to be a
prisoner at the hands of men who apparently wish
to come to her aid, but would finally exercise
complete control over her. She would rather bring
up her daughter alone according to her own wishes.

Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni is one of the
outstanding voices of the immigrant writers. In
most of her novels, Psychology, Mythology and
Folklore are interrelated which reflect that the
writer did not get displaced from her Indian origin.
Divakaruni wanted to speak and write the language
of women. She opens up a window into the
multicultural world of her characters and entertains
a passionate desire to tell an honest and moving
story. The Diaspora has changed the lives of Indians
immensely.

The process of assimilation into American
culture for both Anju and Sudha is different. Sudha.s
stands for deep-rooted view points, background,
one.s initial stages, the personality one is born with,
the pull of the native land, the buried past and, the
security etc. She remains an outsider in the adopted
country. As immigrant in America
She leaves the status of her past, discarding
nostalgia and seeks assimilation into her adopted
culture, which for her, is the chief survival strategy.
Whereas Anju stands for liberty, escape,
exploration, discovery, revelation and removal of
the imagination, for balancing new heights, for
thoughts and aspirations and achievement and for
facing the test of the indefinite.
Divakaruni reveals her serious and vital
artistic preoccupation by examining various factors
that entirely hinder cordial relations between the
two different races and cultures. She depicts
judiciously the confrontation of the two modes of
living. Her thorough knowledge and perception of
both Eastern and Western values of life enables her
to portray the personal, political and cultural
interactions between the two. Undeniably she is a
sensitive writer and her accurate depiction of the
juxtaposition of two diverse civilizations is a true
accomplishment because her own creative and
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In Divakaruni’s novels the identity issue of
her protagonists takes on another color, that of
making a position for themselves in their adopted
country. Her characters develop multiplicity of
consciousness in viewing themselves. One basic
consciousness with which they understand is, a
minority class living in America whether they are
the first generation Indian-Americans or the second
generation. Though these people have been settled
in America, adopted the American way of life and
feel and mourn at the loss that the country has
undergone but at the same time are worried about
their own existence in the host country. Her
depiction typically take place within the charged
context of the immigrant experience, making for a
writing style both narrow in focus and broad in
scope. She has been praised for her literary
creativity and person sensitivity in dealing with
cross-cultural complexities. Most notable has been
her continuing concern with the experiences of
Indian and Indian American women.
Thus, the East-West encounter as a
recurrent theme in her novels is directly related to
her experience as an expatriate who inherited
Indian values by birth and acquired Western values
by choosing to live in America. Like her, most of her
characters find themselves in situations where they
must confront values rooted in opposing cultural
milieus, historical processes, economic systems,
political ideologies, and philosophical traditions.
Not all of them are able to resolve the tensions and
inequities that threaten to disintegrate their own
psyche and spirit. But even their defeat is redeemed
by their heroic endeavor to overcome their innate
weaknesses or the inexorable forces around them.
Int. Jour. Sci. Tech. Huma , 106-110| 109

Divakaruni’s frequent return to the theme of
the East-West encounter and especially
of the Indo-American meeting and her masterly
treatment of it in great depth and seriousness
shows her genuine and resolute concern for the
global and contemporary situation. She seems to
suggest in her novels that cultural and political
synthesis and a compromise between the two
modes of living are always possible.
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